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A good bit of cold and dry
weather would suit us down to
the ground this year – this
warm and wet stuff is the worst
enemy especially when it comes to
calf pneumonia. Remember to have
your thermometer handy when
checking these groups of coughing
calves – any animal with a high
temperature (>39.5) needs treating
early even if they haven’t starting
showing clinical signs yet!
On a more insidious note, liver fluke
will be lurking about in untreated
ruminants at this time of year, and
we’re seeing it in more and more
unlikely places season on season.
Underlying liver fluke may be
responsible for poor recovery to
other conditions, or it may present
as general ‘scruffiness’ or ‘plainness’
in otherwise healthy animals.
On a lighter note, we’ve got off to a
good start in the South Dorset Hunt
skittles league – won three and lost
one at the last count – having been
runners up for the last couple of
years it would be nice for the
captain if we
could snatch
victory from
the jaws of
defeat this
time!

Although this is the time of
year for good will to all men I
can't help feeling jealous of
many of you as I drive around the
countryside. The reason being that some of
you have started lambing already whilst at
home our rams are just getting down to
business. We have always had the latest
lambing flock that I know of in the practice
and it obviously works with our farming
system but that doesn't make it any easier
every year knowing that everyone else is
always ahead of us! Nevertheless good luck
to you all and may the weather be kind.

Winter has finally
arrived and if you
believe
the
weather is set to be
cold throughout December. Make
sure that your stock are protected
from the elements as sub zero
temperatures are predicted which
will take stock out of their thermal
neutral zones which can cause
increased chance of disease and
condition loss. The cold will
however bring some much needed
frosts for bug kill at pastures.

Our ground on the hills has been holding up
very well with most of the sucklers still
outside, aiming for housing around
Christmas. We had a cull cow clear out in
the autumn to reduce the number of
unpaying guests over the winter; an autumn
pregnancy diagnosis session for spring
calving herds is always a productive use of
time and allows us to keep an eye on
condition scores prior to winter housing and
drying off. Also last month the bulls had
their annual pedicure and hands on health
check to ensure that they were fit and ready
for work in December for the autumn
calving herd.

At the end of November we held a
farm walk at Church Farm,
Podimore courtesy of the Board
Family. We discussed Mastitis and
managing the Dry Cow, attendees
that I have since spoke to said that
they enjoyed having a look around
the farm and seeing and discussing
how others managed their cows.
Thanks again to the Board family.
We will look to continue this trend
in the coming year with more
meetings and farm walks.

Our key targets at home for 2018 are to get
on top of an emerging wormer resistance
problem in the sheep flock and to continue
to improve grazing, aiming to finish Red
Devon autumn born sucklers before their
2nd winter. Incidentally on a personal note
if anyone has any tried and tested cures for
farmer (man) flu then please let me know!

Congratulations to our Pharmacy
Manager
Alice
Geddes on winning
both
Veterinary
Practice SQP of the
Year
and
the
Mastermind Award
at the 2017 National
SQP Awards

The whole team at Synergy would like to wish all our clients an enjoyable Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year!

Christmas Day (Mon 25th) - Emergencies only Boxing Day (Tues 26th) - Emergencies only
New Years Day — Emergencies only
Our 24 hour Emergency service will continue to operate at all times when the office is closed

EVENTS
2 Day Foot
Trimming

11th & 12th January

Mobility Scoring

14th February 2018

Milk Sure Training Day— 7th February 2018

Milksure is a dairy industry initiative to reduce the risk of getting bulk tank residue
failures by training farmers about the potential risks when using medicines. Although it
sounds a dry topic it is a very interactive session and feedback from Tom Cook one of
our vets who is also a dairy farmer was very positive. Part one is a group meeting at
Evershot (On Feb 7th) followed up by individual farm visits. Arla and other milk buyers
are encouraging their farms to attend a course and in some cases will subsidise the
joining fee. Please ring the office and speak with Peter Siviter and Rachel Hayton if you
wish to know more about the training.

WEST HILL BARNS, EVERSHOT, DORSET, DT2 0LD
office@synergyfarmhealth.com

01935 83682

Visit our website for
further details
Spring Calvers
Meeting:
Downer Cows
First Aid Course
9th February 2018

www.synergyfarmhealth.com
@SynergyFarmVets
@SFHCalfClub
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Calf Scours
Calf diarrhoea or scours are one
of the biggest challenges facing
all calf-rearers. We’ve attended a
number of a scouring calves in
the practice in the last few weeks
and our biggest priority when
approaching these cases is
HYDRATION. Scouring calves
become dehydrated very quickly;
if
they
become
severely
dehydrated this lowers the
amount of oxygenated blood
circulating the body, which can
have very severe effects.
What causes scours?
There are a number of infectious
diseases
that
can
cause
diarrhoea in young calves
including:
E.coli,
Rotavirus,
Coronavirus, Cryptosporidia or
Salmonella. These bacterial and
viral diseases will target different
parts of the gut causing
diarrhoea in one of the following
ways:
 Increased gut motility i.e. food
passes through the gut too
quickly to be properly
absorbed
 Reduced absorption i.e. the
gut is damaged and cannot
absorb the nutrients fully
 Hypersecretion i.e. extra fluid
gets secreted into the gut due
to gut disease
Nutritional scours can occur if
milk is fed incorrectly i.e. too hot
or cold, at an incorrect

concentration or if overfeeding
occurs. In nutritional scours, the
calf will normally remain bright
and alert and may only become
mildly dehydrated. The feeding
regime should be reviewed in
cases of nutritional scours to
identify the cause of the
problem.
How to treat scours
As
mentioned
before,
maintaining HYDRATION is of
paramount importance in cases
of scour. See below for help
assessing the dehydration status
of a calf. If scouring calves are
able to stand and suck, it is
appropriate to offer extra fluids
via rehydration fluids by mouth.
If the calf is down, weak or
unable to suck then fluids will
need to be given in the vein by a
vet.
Table to show assessment of
dehydration status of scouring
calves

Mild
Scouring calf is active and
appears normal, eyes normal,
inside mouth warm

Moderate
Calf still standing but quiet,
reduced appetite, eyes slightly
sunken
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If rehydration
fluids are
given by
mouth,
continuing
milk feeding is
strongly
advised to provide the gut with
energy to repair itself. Small milk
feeds and rehydration fluid feeds
should be alternated throughout
the day.
Diagnosing the cause
If an infectious cause of scour is
suspected then it is important to
ascertain the cause of the scour.
Dung samples from a few scouring
calves should be submitted for
testing.

In severe cases of scours, early
veterinary treatment is life-saving.
Have a chat with your vet about
calf scours.

Severe
Calf weak and down, eyes very
sunken, inside mouth cold

Charlotte Mouland
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Where does all the time go?
I am very aware that
Christmas seems to be
looming, who isn’t?!
Without wishing to
sound too much like
Ebenezer Scrooge, it
frequently feels like a time of year
when we have to spin around the
hamster wheel even more madly to
get all the things we need to do
done. For someone like me, who
has a reputation for maybe not
being the most organised, possibly
even a little absent minded, such
frenetic times carry the strong
danger of becoming utterly
overwhelming in terms of the
workload they entail. It plainly
doesn’t help therefore when, in the
midst of all this, I become even
worse at spending countless hours
searching for my glasses, pens,
retrieving stuff I left on farm,
walking into rooms and wondering
why I did, and so on. When you are
busy every minute matters and yet,
it seems, when you are at your
busiest that is when you are at
most risk of becoming inefficient.

I am often given to
wondering how many
minutes of my life I /
we spend doing stuff.

For instance, do you know, to give
a few examples, that according to
various surveys, that the average
UK citizen in their lifetime spends;
25 years sleeping, eight months
laughing, five weeks arguing (surely

this is more?) and half a year of
their life around at meetings on
pointless discussions?

Furthermore and best of all, men
spend, according to a survey of
2000 men, two whole years
nursing a hangover!
So what has all this got to do with a
veterinary newsletter? Well, it
comes from the very familiar
observation that all too frequently,
the reason why we don’t get the
attention to detail (or do the job
properly as one of our clients
prefers to call it) is not because we
don’t recognise its value but we
don’t have the time to do it. This
costs a huge amount of money, it is
doing the job properly that in my
experience all too frequently
differentiates profit from loss on
any area of enterprise be it
management of fertility, mastitis,
lameness, calf rearing etc.
Clearly if we are to resolve this, we
either need to a way of inventing
more time, or failing this we need
to find ways of becoming more
efficient.
10
minutes saved a
day equates to
saving six 10-hour
days in a year.

Vet Tech Latest...
Well where do I save this precious
time? Good question. There clearly
no set of answers that apply to
every farm but I doubt there is any
farm that can’t find ways of doing
things slightly more efficiently,
please note that this doesn’t mean
cutting corners! Undoubtedly, at
times this may mean we need to
invest to achieve this; classic
examples being better handling
equipment or a more user-friendly
foot crush. The cost benefit of
investment in this area these
should not just be weighed against
the up-front cost, depreciation and
money saved on labour but
crucially also on the potential for
more overall profit by allowing you
to do the jobs you want to do
better, better.
We as vets do have the advantage
of seeing multiple businesses and,
as a result, we do pick up the odd
trick/ pragmatic solution on our
travels. Therefore, why not, when
thinking about how you might be
able to make life easier in a
relation to an area of management,
chat to us about such matters? It
might just save you a lot of time!
Finally, I hope over the next few
weeks, that you all do find time to
jump off that hamster wheel to do
the most important thing of all,
which is to spend time with family
and friends and to
enjoy yourself!

Alastair Hayton

I try to keep up to date with new
developments or techniques and to
read any articles that are relevant to
my work as a Vet Tech.
Occasionally a long paper on a
subject may not always sink in.
Sometimes I think the best way to
understand and appreciate a theory
is to actually see it first hand in real
time on farm.
My first example was whilst weighing
youngstock.
These animals had
walked over our weighplate several
times in their lives so as well as a
weight for each animal the screen
also displayed a daily live weight gain
(DLWG) since the last weighing
session.

As the last group were approaching
the weigh plate it was obvious there
were perhaps 5 or 6 lame animals in
the bunch. As always animals from

Dispensary News
Golden Udder is an externally
applied gel to be used as aid in
mastitis treatment, which does
not incur a milk withhold.
It can be used at the first signs of
hardness or heat in the udder, or
when
a
cow
shows
an
uncharacteristic reluctance to be

this farm were recording excellent
DLWGs of up to and sometimes over
1kg a day.
The first of the lame animals stood
on the plate and the screen flashed
up a DLWG of approximately half of
the previous animals, this was the
same for each of the lame cattle. All
the DWGs of the lame animals were
half or less of the average for the
groups.
I often quote that a lame cow will
lose anything from 4.5l a day for a
score 2 or even up to 6l a day for a
score 3. I had not considered the
negative impact of lameness on
young growing animals before and
here was an excellent example of
how lameness can impact growth.
The client was aware of the
lameness and had asked me to
return later the same day with a foot
trimming crush to treat the half
dozen lame animals. We could see it
was obviously DD so simple
treatment was quick and easy. It
also demonstrates that footbaths
aren’t solely for the milkers.

milked. It is therefore useful as an
early treatment, helping to
control the rapid rise in somatic
cell count (SCC) associated with
mastitis, It should be applied at
each milking until clinical signs
resolve. The product contains the
anti-inflammatory agent salicylic
acid.
A 600g pack contains
sufficient for 20-30 applications.

Recently Reuben
Newsome (one of this
years Synergy Interns) has
published some interesting articles
on the possible benefits of Anti
Inflammatory
and
pain killer medication
(NSAIDs)
when
treating and blocking
lame cows. It had
been
previously
proven
that
administering NSAIDs
when blocking a foot
will speed up the
healing process.
Reuben’s research suggests that
NSAIDs may reduce the chance of
repeat lameness in a foot as the
drugs reduce or inhibit the
malformation of bone on the base of
the pedal bone.
Meanwhile if any of my routine
trimming clients would like to help
me prove or see this theory in action
please let me know.
Merry Xmas and I wish
you all a happy, healthy,
and prosperous 2018

Matt Board

Golden Udder
£12.48 + VAT
- 600g

Meet the Team
Elanco have just informed us that there
has been a serious incident reported in
the Dorset area related to their
Kexxtone bolus.

amongst other farm waste in the Hyde
Hill area of Bridport. Dogs that have
chewed or eaten Kexxtone bolus should
be treated as a veterinary emergency.

Elanco were informed about the death
of a dog after it had been chewing a
discarded Kexxtone bolus found

All discarded Kexxtone boluses should
be disposed of properly and safely as
per package instructions.

Sam Fisher joined
Synergy about 18
months ago; before
this she spent 2
years working in the
Blood
Sciences
Laboratory at Dorset
County Hospital.

Sam divides her time working in the
in-house laboratory at Evershot and
taking care of surgical kits and
veterinary equipment.
In addition to dealing with telephone
queries from vets and clients, a
typical day in the lab would see Sam

carrying out faecal egg counts,
processing biochemistry samples,
assisting with mastitis bacteriology
and organising samples to be sent to
external labs for testing.

